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b—ýÀõiv]§] Brahma Vidya

B]g]v]t]/ g]It]]
i©t]Iy]o%Dy]]y]: - s]]\Ky] y]og]:
Chapter 2
Volume 4

n]]s]t]o iv]§to B]]v]o n]]B]]v]o iv]§to s]t]: |
nÅs]to iv}§ate BÅvo nÅBÅvo iv}§ate s]t]: |

[B]y]orip] ÏSqo%nt]: tv]n]y]ost]tv]dix]*iB]: ||

2-16

[B]yori]pw ÏSqo%nt]: tv]n]yost]tv] diarxw*iBw: ||

aiv]n]]ix] t¶ t]i©i£ yon] s]v]*im]d\ t]t]m]/ |
aivwnÅixw t¶ t]i©wi£w yen] s]rv]*im wda\ t]t]m/ |

iv]n]]x} avy]y]sy]]sy] n] ¿iºt]/ ¿t¶*\ ah*it] ||

2-17

ivwnÅxam avy]y]syÅsy] n] kascwt/ kart¶*\ arh*i]tw ||

ant]v]nt] wmo deh] in]ty]sy]o•]: x]rIirN]: |
ant]v]nt] wmo deh] inwty]syo•]: x]rIirwN]: |

an]]ix]n]o%p—moy]sy] t]sm]]t]/ y¶Dy]sv] B]]rt] ||

2-18

anÅixwno%p—amey]sy] t]smÅt/ y¶Dy]sv] BÅrat] ||
Sri Krishna starts His

g]It]op]dex] gItop]dex]

anv]x]oc]stv}, axocyÅn/ anv]xoc]stvam.." etc.

to Arjuna with the words "ax]ocy]]n]/

x]o¿ xok - sorrow and distress - with
respect to B]ISm] BISm] and ¨oN] ¨oN], because they are the very embodiment of D]m]*

There is Absolutely no need for you to entertain

D]rm]*

in their daily lives, and whatever they do is conducive to their own spiritual

m]oX]; aside from that, from the point of view of the true nature of
existence, B]ISm] BISm] and ¨oN] ¨oN], as for that matter, all of us, are a]tm]] sv]Ðp]]:.
Our true nature - our unchanging nature - is a]tm]] ÅtmÅ; and a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is in]ty]: - Atma

progress towards gaining

is Eternal - which means, all of us are indeed Eternal, in the sense, we are non-separate
from Existence that is Eternal - just as a transient wave is non separate from the ocean
which is relatively eternal. There is no need to feel sorrowful about That which is Eternal.

a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is s]t]/-ic]t]/-a]n]nd sv]Ðp]: s]t/-icwt/-Ån]nd sv]Ðp]: - s]t]/ s]t, ic]t]/ icwt
and a]n]nd Ån]nd indicate the nature of Atma.
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s]t]/ s]t means s]ty} - ¿]l]ˆ]y]o%ip] it]Sqit] y]t]/ kÅl]ˆ]yo%ipw itwSqaitw y]t/, t]t]/ s]ty} t]t/
s]tyam -

that which exists in all the three periods of time - past present and future -

That is s]ty} s]tyam - That is s]t]/

ic]t]/ cwt

s]t.
$]]n]sv]Ðp]: gnyÅn]sv]Ðp]:

means
- Absolute Knowledge, not simply
knowledge of something - but Knowledge itself - the limitless undifferentiated Knowledge which is the source of all knowledge; and That is Pure Consciousness - Pure Awareness;
a]n]nd Ån]nd means s¶K]sv]Ðp]: s¶K]sv]Ðp]: - Absolute Happiness - not simply
Happiness dependent on something but Happiness Itself - the limitless undifferentiated
Happiness which is the source of all Happiness.

ic]t]/ cwt and a]n]nd Ån]nd - we will see later. In today's verses, Sri Krishna
talks about s]t]/ s]t - Absolute Existence, Eternal Existence, and as]t]/ ]s]t - Transient or
More about

temporary Existence.
Introducing these two states of Existence, B]g]v]]n]/ B]gavÅn/ says:

n]]s]t]o iv]§to B]]v]o n]]B]]v]o iv]§to s]t]: |
nÅs]to ivw§]te BÅvo nÅBÅvo ivw§ate s]t]: |

[B]y]orip] ÏSqo%nt]: tv]n]y]ost]tv]dix]*iB]: ||

2-16

[B]yoriapw ÏSqo%nt]: tv]n]yost]tv]diaexw*iBw: ||
This is one of the famous verses in B]g]v]t]/ g]It]] B]gav]t/ gItÅ; it requires repeated
reflection for a full appreciation of the content of this verse. Sri Krishna uses two words
here, namely, B]v]/ B]v/ and s]t]/ s]t which have the same dictionary meaning, namely, "to

B]v]/ B]v/ means “to exist”, and s]t]/ s]t means Existence; and as]t]/ ]s]t means That which is not s]t]/ s]t; or NOT-Existence or Non-existence. With these meanings, the
exist".

first line of the verse says:

as]t]: B]]v]: n] iv]§to as]t]: BÅv]: n] ivw§ate

- For

as]t]/ ]s]t,

BÅv,/ which means for non-existence, there is no existence; similarly,
s]t]: aB]]v]: n] iv]§to s]t]: aBÅv]: n] ivw§ate - For s]t]/ s]t,
aBÅv], which means for existence, there is no non-existence.

there is no

there is no

B]]v]

aB]]v]

Therefore, the first line of the verse says: For Non-existence, there is no existence; and for
Existence, there is no non-existence. On the face of it, this statement appears trivial; but
B]g]v]]n]/ B]gv]]n/ hastens to add in the second line:
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an]y]o: [B]y]o: aip] ant]: t]tv]dix]*iB]: t¶ ÏSq: an]yo: [B]yo: aipw ant]: t]tv]
diarxw*iBw: t¶ ÏSqa:

which means the real significance of the above two states of

existence (namely as]t]/ ]s]t and s]t]/ s]t) is seen - or appreciated - only by the wise
people, which shows that the above statement is not a trivial one. If so, what is the
significance of the statement about s]t]/ s]t Existence and as]t]/ ]s]t Non-existence.
Commenting on this verse, Sri Adi Sankaracharya points out three fundamental Vedantic
concepts, namely:
(1) the difference between s]t]/ s]t and as]t]/

]s]t

(2) the total independence of s]t]/ s]t, and
(3) the identity of as]t]/ ]s]t and s]t]/

s]t

Let us now try to understand these concepts. All Existence can be classified under two
kinds of Knowledge, namely, the s]t]/- s]t Knowledge and the as]t]/ ]s]t -Knowledge. In

Vedantic terminology, s]t]/ s]t means that which has an independent existence. Because it
is independent, it is unbound, unlimited, unchanging, ever-present and causeless. Such
Existence is called Real Existence, True Existence or Eternal Existence. Such Existence is
Absolute Existence, in the sense, It is not the Existence of any particular object, but It is
Existence Itself - It is object-free Existence Itself.
An object-free Existence can only be Subject-Existence, which means, Self-Existence the nature of one's own Self - The Atma. Therefore a]tm]] a]tm]] is s]t]/ sv]Ðp]: is]t/

a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is in]ty]: inwty]: - Eternal. That is why B]g]v]]n]/ B]gavÅn/
says: s]t]: aB]]v]: n] iv]§to s]t]: aBÅv]: n] ivw§ate - For Absolute Existence, For
s]t]/ s]t existence, there is no non-existence - which means that s]t]/ s]t Existence is
Eternal Existence. In contrast, as]t]/ ]s]t means that which has a dependent Existence,
i.e., an existence depending on a cause. Therefore, as]t]/ ]s]t Existence is always in the

sv]Ðp]:,

and

form of an effect of a cause.
It is only common knowledge that while the cause can be one, its effect may take various
forms depending on other factors which are subject to change. Consequently, as]t]/Existence is always a temporary, or transient existence. as]t]/ ]s]t-Existence comes and
goes; it is ever subject to change.
Relative to s]t]/ s]t-Existence - Eternal Existence, as]t]/ ]s]t-Existence - transient
existence is not existence at all; transient existence is simply an appearance which comes
and goes; it has no Absolute existence. That is why B]g]v]]n]/ B]gv]]n/ says:
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as]t]: B]]v]: n] iv]§to as]t]: BÅv]: n] ivw§ate - For as]t]/ ]s]t -Existence there is no
existence at all; it is just an appearance which comes and goes.
With this understanding of s]t]/ s]t -Existence, and as]t]/ ]s]t -Existence, let us look at
ourselves, and the world around us; what do we see? Generally speaking, we see only
cause-effect relationships in us, and all around us; every effect has a cause, and every
cause also is only the effect of another cause. Consequently,
- if anything that is an effect,
- if anything that has a cause,
- if anything that has only a transient existence,
should be understood and appreciated as as]t]/ ]s]t, then, all forms and names in this
creation - including all of us, and this entire creation itself - all come under the category of
as]t]/ ]s]t-existence - or transient existence. So is the case with all our pleasures and
pains, successes and failures, and ups and downs of every day life; they all come and go;
they have no eternal existence; they have only as]t]/ ]s]t or temporary existence.
Relative to s]t]/ s]t-Existence -True Existence, all our experiences and emotions have only

as]t]/ ]s]t-Existence, which

means they have no true existence at all; they are simply
appearances which come and go. If that is so, does it mean






that everywhere in this creation, there is only transient existence?
that the entire world of physical and emotional reality has no true existence at all?
Are they all just appearances?
If that is so, wherefrom all these appearances come? How are they sustained while
they last, and when they disappear, where do they go?

When we reflect on these questions, we begin to realize how much we have been missing
in our daily lives. The missing element is concerned with our perception and appreciation.
In every transaction of worldly knowledge involving means and ends, two kinds of
knowledge are simultaneously available; they are s]t]/ b¶i£ s]t b¶i£w and as]t]/ b¶i£ ]s]t

b¶i£w - the s]t]/ s]t knowledge and the as]t]/ ]s]t knowledge.

For example, when I see an object, I not only see the object, I recognize also the
Existence the object is in; if Existence is not there, the object cannot exist. On the other
hand, Existence is there, even if the object does not exist, because I can recognize the
Existence in something else that exists.
Thus in you, in me, and in everything else that is around, the knowledge involved is not
only about the object involved, but it is also about That amazing Being - That amazing v]st¶

]s]t v]st¶ - called Existence which is common to all objects in Existence. All objects are
Bhagavat Gita
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as]t]/ ]s]t - transient, they come and go. But Existence - Absolute Existence is s]t s]t]/. It
is Eternal.
Generally, while we have learned to recognize and appreciate the nature of objects in
existence - as]t]/ ]s]t-existence - transient-existence, we have missed learning to

s]t]/ s]t-Existence - Eternal Existence, which is
our [p]in]S]t]/ [p]iniS]t/ says - Wx]]v]]sy} wd\ s]v]*\.

recognize and appreciate the nature of
everywhere and in everything - as

WxÅvÅsyam wda\ s]rv]*\.
While the objects in Existence can and do change, Existence Itself is Eternal and
Unchanging. Existence is ONE and the objects in Existence are many - which means, s]t]/-

s]t Existence - Eternal Existence is ONE, and as]t]/ ]s]t-existences - meaning transient
existences are infinite.

as]t]/ ]s]t -existences - all transient appearances, arise from s]t]/ s]t, are
sustained by s]t]/ s]t, and ultimately disappear into s]t]/ s]t - The Eternal Existence. The
relationship between s]t]/ s]t and as]t]/ ]s]t - Eternal Existence and transient
Further, all

appearances, is just like the relationship between the ocean and the waves in the ocean.
Just as ocean is independent of the waves, while the waves are dependent on the ocean,
so also

s]t]/ s]t -Existence

is independent of

existences are dependent on The s]t/]

as]t]/ ]s]t-existences,

while

as]t]/ ]s]t

s]t-Existence.

Now, how does one recognize the identity of as]t]/ ]s]t and s]t]/ s]t? It is just like
recognizing the identity of the wave and the ocean, or the pot and the clay. Recognizing
identity simply means recognizing that both

as]t]/ ]s]t-knowledge

knowledge indicate the same v]st]u -The same Being.

and

s]t]/ s]t-

It requires further enquiry, as we will be seeing later, to establish that the Ultimate Being
indicated by all object pointers is indeed Brahman.
What B]g]v]]n]/ B]gavÅn/ says here in this verse about
introduction to what he says in the next verse.

s]t]/ s]t and as]t]/ ]s]t is an

aiv]n]]ix] t]u t]d/i/v]i£õ yon] s]v]*F\ wd$$\ t]t]m]/ |

aiv}nÅix} tu t]d/i/v}i£} yen] s]rv]*F\ wda\ t]t]m/ |

iv]n]]x]\ avy]y]sy]]sy] n] äýixc]t]/ äýt]u*m]/ ah*it] ||

2 - 17

iv}nÅx]\ avy]y]syÅsy] n] äýixc}t/ äýrtu*m/ arha*it} ||
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aiv]n]]ix] t]u t]t]/ iv]i£õ aivwnÅixw tu t]t/ ivwi£w - In contrast to as]t]/ ]s]t - transient
appearances, s]t]/ s]t - The Eternal Existence is aiv]n]]ix] aivwnÅixw - never subject to
destruction, change or negation at any time;
Please understand that you will have to grow up to appreciate this fact, namely That

s]t is yon] s]v]*F\ wd$$\ t]t]m]/ yen] s]rv]*F\ wda\ t]t]m.

s]t]/

That s]t]/ s]t-Existence - The
Eternal Existence, is That by which this entire universe of objects and appearances are
pervaded in and out. What is called in Vedanta as Brahman, That is indicated by the word
s]t]/ s]t. That s]t]/ s]t is all pervading, including a]äý]x] ÅäÅx], the space.
Since space is everywhere, one may think that a]äý]x] ÅäÅx] is

s]t]/ s]t - No, it is not so.
We must understand that a]äý]x] ÅäÅx] space is also an object; it is also as]t]/ ]s]t transient existence. Everything in this universe is located in space; there is no object which
is away from space. Therefore a]äý]x] ÅäÅx] - The space - pervades everything in space.
Now the question is, where is space located?

a]äý]x] ÅäÅx] - the object space - is the subject I Itself - the
Consciousness, The x¶£ cOt]ny}}]\} x¶£a cEt]ny]\ or a]tm] cOt]ny}}]}\

The location for the object
Universal Pure

Åtm] cEt]ny]\.

If that is so, where is That consciousness located? This question
does not arise because the question of location is only with reference to space. Once the
space is absorbed in a]tm] c]Et]ny]\ Åtm] cEt]ny]\ the question of location for a]tm]

c]Et]ny]\ Åtm]] cEt]ny]\

Åtm] cEt]ny]\

does not arise because there is no place where
is not there.

a]tm] c]Et]ny]\

A little later B]g]v]]n]/

B]g]vÅn s/ ays Aäýý]\x]en] isT]t]o j]g]t]/ AäÅ\xen] isTwto j]g]t/ (1042) -This entire universe is only a minute fraction of That b—Àõõnò/F b—aÀõnò/F which is the s]t]/
sv]r/Up] a]tm]] s]t/ sv]r/Up ÅtmÅ - The a]tm] cEE]t]ny]\ Åtm] cEt]ny]\ - Pure
Consciousness.
Just as various objects exist in space - being pervaded by space, in and out - similarly this
entire universe, along with the space is pervaded by b—Àõõnò/F/ b—aÀõnò/F - That is s]t]/ s]t.
That s]t]/

aiv]n]]ix] wit] iv]i£õ s]t/ aivwinÅixw witwi ivwii£wi - Please understand that s]t]/ s]t/
to be aiv]n]]ix] aivwinÅixw - not subject to destruction, change or negation, because
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asy] avy]y]sy] iv]n]]x]\, n] äýi‘õt]/ äýt¶\* ah*it] asy] avy]y]sy] ivwnÅx]\, n] äýi‘wt/
äýrt¶\* arh*iatwi - Nobody is capable of destroying a]tm]] ÅtmÅ. Destruction means
disappearance, or non-existence in form and name; nobody can bring about the
destruction of a]tm]] ÅtmÅ which is avy]y] avy]y] - free from any kind of change or

Wxv]r Wxv]r can bring about a change in b—ýhõm]õnò/ b—aÀõnò/F
non-separate from b—Àõõnò/F/ b—aÀõnò/F - Wxv]r Wxv]r is b—ýhõm]nò/

limitation. No one, not even
because

Wxv]r Wxv]r

is

b—aÀõnò/F.

a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is Wxv]r Wxv]r, a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is b—Àõõnò/F b—aÀõnò/F, a]tm]] ÅtmÅ, Wxv]r - b—Àõõnò/F
Wxv]r-b—aÀõnò/F - all being identical, even for Wxv]r Wxv]r, a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is not available
as an object for change or destruction.
Because of the identity of the subject and the object, action of any kind is not possible for

a]tm]] ÅtmÅ.
In the next verse, Sri Krishna talks about as]t]/ ]s]t and s]t]/ s]t in a peculiar way. Let us
see what He says

ant]v]nt] wm]edeh] in]ty]sy]oät]]: x]rIirN]: |
ant]v]nt] wmedeh] in}ty]syoä]t]: x]rIir}N]: |

an]]ix]n]o%p—ým]ey]sy] t]sm]]t]/ y]uDy]sv] B]]rt] ||

2-18

an]]ix}no%p—ýmey]sy] t]smÅt/ yuDy]sv] BÅrat] ||

B]g]v]]n]/ says:
wm]e deh]: ant]v]nt]: wme dehÅ: ant]v]nt]: - These physical bodies are subject to
destruction

wm]e deh]: wme deh]: - deh]: dehÅ:

means sT]Ul] x]rIr]: sTUl] x]rIirÅh the gross
physical bodies which are available for perception. These gross physical bodies, your
body, my body and everybody else's body, so says Sri Krishna - they are all ant]v]nt]:

ant]v]nt]:, subject to destruction and disappearance. They do not exist for ever- that is
their nature. Further, this physical body has no independent existence;
If one analyses the constitution of one's physical body, one finds that it is just a

i\v]äý]r

p]Vc]m]h]B]Ut]]s p]Vc] m]h] BUtÅs - of the five great
elements namely, a]äý]x] a]äý]x], v]]y]u v]]yu, aign] aignw, a]p]: a]p]: and p]&iT]v]I
p&iTwvI - space, air, fire, water and earth. Thus deh deh] - this gross physical body has no
ivwäÅr -
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independent existence. Therefore all gross physical bodies are as]t]/
transient existence.

]s]t, they have only

deh deh] and dehI dehI - the one who
permeates the entire deh deh] is dehI dehI - that dehI dehI is called here as x]rIir x]rIirw.
The one who permeates the entire x]rIr x]rIir is called x]rIir x]rIirw.
Now, Sri Krishna distinguishes between

deh deh] means body; x]rIr x]rIir also means body; but there is a big difference.
According to Vedanta, every j]Iv]

jIv], you, I and everybody else, is associated not only
called deh deha or sT]Ul] x]rIr sTUl] x]rIir - which is

with a gross physical body
available for perception. Each one of us is also associated with two other bodies which are
not available for perception at this time. These bodies are called s]UXm] x]rIr sUXm]

x]rIir,

the subtle body, and äý]rN]

x]rIr äÅraN] x]rIir the causal body.

The subtle body and the causal body are just expressions of one's own past karmas,
which have not yet matured into a gross physical body which is nothing more than an
expression of the fruits of one's own past karmas. Thus one's s]UXm] x]rIr sUXm] x]rIir

and äý]rN] x]rIr x]rIir are one's äým]*’l]s äýrm]*’al]s in their incipient state; more
about these three kinds of bodies we will talk later.

deh deha means the gross physical body, the word x]rIr
x]rIir includes all the three bodies, and the word x]rIir x]rIirw means That which
permeates all the three bodies, in and out at all times - and That is indeed a]tm]] ÅtmÅ.
We just note here that while

Sri Krishna says here:

Wm]e deh]: x]rIirN]: Wme dehÅ: x]rIirwN]: - These physical bodies are of a]tm]] ÅtmÅ,
which means deh deha and a]tm]] ÅtmÅ are in ONE. This physical body, as long as it
lasts, is inseparable from a]tm]] ÅtmÅ.
deh deha is as]t]/ ]s]t - by its very nature. deh deha, this physical body, is transient. It
cannot exist for ever. On the other hand, a]tm]] ÅtmÅ is s]t]/ s]t, a]tm]] ÅtmÅ exists for
ever: and deh deha and a]tm]] ÅtmÅ are distinct, but inseparable. Thus every person is
an inseparable combination of as]t]/ deh ]s]t deha - transient physical body and s]t]/
a]tm]] ÅtmÅ - the eternal a]tm]] ÅtmÅ. That being so, "Arjuna, please ask yourself this
Bhagavat Gita
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question, when you talk of causing death in this D]m]*

y]u£õ D]rm]* yu£aõ - war rooted in
D]m]* D]rm]*, are you bringing death to as]t]/ deh ]s]t deha or s]t]/ a]tm]] s]t ÅtmÅ?
No one can keep the

as]t]/ deh ]s]t deha going forever, nor can anyone destroy s]t]/

a]tm]] s]t ÅtmÅ at any time by any means. In this entire cosmic scheme of existence,
every deh deha, every physical body has got its own destiny. The final destination for
everybody, including yourself, is mçÜ] mçÜ] - ONENESS with a]tm]] ÅtmÅ.
Bearing this in mind, you just do whatever you need to do in terms of D]m]* D]rm],* at this
time and place, under your circumstances. So long as you act in accordance with D]m]*
D]rm]*, so long as you do your duty, in whatever you do, you are nothing more than a
mere instrument in serving the ultimate destiny of cosmic existence.
That is the message of Sri Krishna here. B]g]v]]n]/
Chapter 11 in a different context by the words:

B]gavÅn/

gives the same message in

in]im]–]m]]ˆ}]}\ B]v] s]vy]s]]ic]n]/ inwimw–] mÅˆ]\ B]v] s]vy]sÅicwn/
Just be an instrument to serve the will of p]rm]exv]r

(11-33)

p]ramexv]r

B]g]v]]n]/ B]gavÅn/ goes back to explain again the nature of s]t]/ s]t existence - the s]t]/
sv]rUp] a]tm]] s]t sv]rUp] ÅtmÅ - as in]ty]sy] [kt]]: x]rIirN]: an]]ix]n]: ap—ýmày]sy]
inwty]sy] [ktÅ: x]rIirwN]: anÅixwn]: ap—ýmày]sy]. He says, the s]t]/ sv]rUp] a]tm]]
s]t sv]rUp] ÅtmÅ is in]ty]: inwty]:, an]]ix]n]: anÅixwn]: and ap—mày]: ap—amày]:; and
concludes the verse by saying, t]sm]]t]/ y]uDy]sv] B]]rt] t]smÅt/ yuDy]sv] BÅrat] Therefore carry on this war, fight as you must, O! Arjuna.
This part of the verse needs some explanation, which we will see next time.
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